Fourth Quarter 2018

Market Outlook
Outlook Summary
The synchronized global growth that characterized much of 2017 has unwound in 2018, as economic growth has become
more heterogeneous, and in certain respects divergent, across countries. Although aggregate global growth is expected to
slow further in 2019 and 2020, it remains positive and is forecast to
continue to grow above trend. In the U.S., corporate fundamentals
remain very healthy, and although benefits of global monetary
stimulus are fading, we remain constructive on many risk assets in
general, including U.S. equities and certain areas of fixed income.
Our optimism on the U.S. economy is supported by the dual
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however, we acknowledge a number of increased risks facing global
markets, including increased volatility, tighter global financial conditions, greater trade
protectionism, and numerous political concerns. While these “worries” are likely to
keep market volatility elevated, particularly relative to 2017, we believe short-term
market disruptions can provide opportunities for investors. In equities, continued
improvements in corporate fundamentals, attractive stock valuations, and a supportive
macroeconomic backdrop are driving our positive outlook. In fixed income, we are
focused on short-dated investment grade bonds, preferring issuers with sound, well-
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with tax cuts, has also improved consumer condition.
The unemployment rate is below 4% and could fall
further over the remainder of the year, which could
take the rate to its lowest level since the 1950s. Despite
strong economic growth and the continued decline in
the unemployment rate, wage growth has remained
fairly muted, and inflation expectations are relatively
stable around the Fed’s 2% target.

managed business models focused on maintaining
or deleveraging balance sheets. In addition, we
are opportunistically adding U.S. Treasuries for
flexibility, as well as continuing to invest in non-agency
mortgages, preferred securities, and higher quality
municipal bonds.
ECONOMICS

The U.S. economy grew at a 4.2% annualized pace
in the second quarter, powered by fiscal stimulus
measures put in place at the end of 2017, as well as
deregulation, which has significantly boosted business
confidence and spending. The strong economy, coupled

Over the remainder of the year, the backdrop for the
U.S. economy appears sound, with forward-looking
economic data suggesting that above-potential
economic growth will continue. Looking further ahead,
economic growth is expected to moderate in 2019 and
2020 as the year-on-year effects of fiscal stimulus begin
to fade and monetary policy becomes more restrictive.
If economists’ expectations are correct, they would
suggest that leading economic indicators in the U.S.
will begin to level off and eventually decline from this
point forward. Put another way, the close of the third
quarter may mark the high point of forward-looking
U.S. economic indicators for this cycle.
In Europe, economic performance underwhelmed
in the first half of the year, due in part to elevated
expectations which began the year well above the
estimated potential growth rate. However, during
the summer, some survey measures helped alleviate
concerns about the unexpected weakness which
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occurred during the first half of the year, pointing
to stronger third quarter growth, especially in the
more domestically-driven service sectors. Europe
faces numerous idiosyncratic risks, including the
actions of the ‘non-traditional’ populist government
in Italy, which has sparked concerns over Italian
debt sustainability; the end of the European Central
Banks (ECB) net asset purchases which could tighten
financial conditions; the potential for a ‘hard’ Brexit;
and European parliamentary elections, which could see
large gains from populist parties further complicate the
reform agenda.
Economic data in the UK released during the third
quarter was, on the surface, better than expected, with
a modest improvement in fundamentals playing a role.
The sterling-related squeeze on real household incomes
is easing gradually – the CPI inflation rate now stands
at 2.5%, having peaked above 3% at the beginning of
the year. More generally, the labor market has held up
relatively well with the unemployment rate dropping
to 4.0% - a 43-year low - and wage growth increasing to
just shy of 3%. The UK economy still faces substantial
headwinds, most notably Brexit, and the uncertainty
that will likely weigh on business spending over the
remainder of the year may create a headwind for
economic growth.

The Japanese economy returned to growth in the
second quarter, after its negative GDP reading in
the first quarter. For the full year, the median growth
forecast from the Bloomberg survey of economists
is 1.1%. While consumption remained relatively
stable, machinery orders and tech earnings provided
positive surprises. The relatively high level of capital
expenditure from Japanese companies reflects the
overly tight supply conditions and should be a positive
tailwind for long-term growth.
A confluence of factors - including a moderation in
global growth, tighter global financial conditions due
to higher U.S. interest rates, a stronger U.S. dollar,
political uncertainties, and higher oil prices - has
created substantial headwinds for emerging markets
(EM). Over the course of the third quarter, countryspecific events including U.S. sanctions on Russia,
concerns around external funding needs in Turkey
and Argentina, and doubts around economic reform
progress in South Africa, led to sharp declines in the
value of these currencies. The intensification of U.S.China trade tensions also weighed on the Chinese yuan
and currencies from countries geared toward Chinese
growth. Looking ahead, economic fundamentals for
most emerging market economies are reasonably
healthy; current account imbalances and growthinflation dynamics have improved in recent years. We
believe that the ‘emerging markets contagion’ narrative
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– that weakness in EM will spill over to the developed
world – which has been widely discussed in the media,
is overblown at this time. It is important to remember
that while emerging markets are often discussed as a
single asset class, the underlying countries which make
up the asset class vary greatly in their development,
political risk and the types of companies that drive
their economies.
Against the backdrop of our positive expectation for
U.S. and global economic growth over the remainder
of the year, we see several potential risks to the global
economy. The most obvious risk is an escalation in
trade wars between the U.S. and its major trading
partners. Recent weeks have brought an improvement
with regards to Europe and NAFTA, but questions
remain with regards to China.
Oil prices have increased to the highest level since late
2014. The rally in prices has been driven in large part
by the sanctions placed on Iran, which is impacting its
ability to export oil. So far, Iranian exports have been
falling faster than the market thought they would;
however, through the end of the third quarter, this
had been more than offset by higher production from
other OPEC members and Russia. Looking ahead,
uncertainty on the scale and velocity of further supply
shifts remains very high. Higher oil prices tighten

global financial conditions, can result in higher shortterm inflation, and generally weigh on global growth.
The flow through to higher gas prices acts as a tax
on the consumer, which results in lower consumer
confidence and spending.
The removal of extraordinary monetary policy from
global central banks is also a risk, with the quantitative
easing policies of the last decade slowly turning into
quantitative tightening. The fourth quarter will
represent the first time since the financial crisis that
global central banks cumulatively will be removing
stimulus from the global economy. The sea of liquidity
that indiscriminately supported asset prices will not be
there to suppress volatility if markets hit an air pocket.
Therefore, we expect volatility to stay higher than we
have grown accustomed to in recent years. Lastly, as
other global central banks join the Fed in removing
stimulus, it increases the potential for a policy mistake.

Overall, the synchronized global growth that
characterized much of 2017 has unwound in 2018, with
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economic growth more heterogeneous, and in certain
respects divergent, across countries. In-line with
this, aggregate global growth has slowed slightly, and
expectations for 2019 have been revised a notch lower.
However, while the expansion has slowed, and is expected
to slow further in 2019 and 2020, it remains positive and is
forecasted to continue to grow above trend.
EQUITIES:

U.S. equity markets delivered an outstanding third
quarter performance, fueled largely by strengthening
GDP growth, modest inflation readings, and continued
solid employment statistics. For the third quarter, the
benchmark S&P 500 posted a total return of +7.7%,
bringing the year-to-date return to +10.6%. The small
cap Russell 2000 Index returned +3.6% during the
period, with an overall 2018 total return of +11.5%.
Once again, growth stocks continued to beat value
counterparts, as the Russell 1000 Growth Index posted
a +9.1% total return versus +5.7% for the Value Index.
Health Care led all sectors with a +14.5% total return,
as Industrials (+10.0%), Telecom (+9.9%), Technology
(+8.8%), and Consumer Discretionary (+8.2%) all
outperformed the S&P 500. While all eleven sectors
posted positive total returns, Materials (+0.4%), Energy
(+0.6%), and Real Estate (+0.9%) were clear laggards.
Both international developed and emerging market

equities trailed U.S. counterparts with particular
weakness in Chinese and Hong Kong indices, largely
stemming from fallout from U.S.-China trade disputes.
Unfortunately, the dawn of October was accompanied
by a more sobering start for stocks, as worries over the
Fed’s velocity of interest rate hikes, the effect of the
China/U.S. trade conflict on corporate earnings, and
the overall appetite for risk assets dominated financial
media. The net effect on equity markets has been a
substantial increase in volatility (the Volatility Index
(VIX) up +77.6% since September 28) and a -5.1% S&P
500 decline to start the fourth quarter as the 10-year
Treasury yield moved from 3.05% to 3.22%. Higher
yields for risk-free assets means investors demand
greater compensation for owning stocks. The wellfollowed FANG (FB, AMZN, NFLX, GOOG) and
FAB5 (AAPL, AMZN, FB, GOOG, MSFT) groups that
contributed an outsized portion of the market’s return
in 2017 and 2018 pulled back between 6% and 29%
during this more recent mini-correction as investors
accelerated de-risking portfolios. The Russell 1000
Growth Index has declined -6% since 9/28/18 while the
Russell 1000 Value Index decline is -4.2%.
The recent -5% pullback in the S&P 500, now trading
at 2767, is healthy and, in our view, consistent with our
expectation for increased volatility in equities as the
market responds and adjusts to the Federal Reserve’s
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actions. In our view, gradual rate hikes by the Fed, due
to economic growth being both stronger than expected and
sustainable, still provides a market backdrop that is positive
for rising stock prices. As illustrated in the next chart,
between 2004 and 2007, when the Federal Reserve
increased rates +25 basis points for 17 consecutive
meetings, the S&P 500 had five instances of a sell-off
ranging from -6% to -8% (mini-correction) while
increasing 40% overall in this period before the
October 2007 peak in the market cycle. Additionally,
when yields are below 5%, rising rates have historically
been associated with rising stock prices. The Fed
tightening is for the right reasons – economic growth is
very strong and proving to be sustainable.

(+94.3%), Financials (+34.3%), Materials (+27.8%), and
Communication Services (+19.3%). While the impacts
of the tax bill have unquestionably added a significant

Despite the difficult start to the month, we remain
constructive overall and point to solid corporate
fundamentals and attractive valuations to support
our outlook.
U.S. corporate earnings growth continues to be a
source of optimism for our view that equity markets
remain attractive across the market cap spectrum. The
third quarter estimated earnings growth rate for the
S&P 500 is 19.3%; if this rate occurs, it would mark
the third highest earnings growth rate since the first
quarter of 2011. All eleven GICS sectors are expected
to report year-over-year earnings growth, with seven
projected to deliver double-digit growth, led by Energy
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boost to earnings growth, we also point out that the
estimated year-over-year sales growth rate for 3Q18 is
6.9%, which would also represent one of the stronger
revenue growth rates of the current economic cycle.
We are closely watching the duration and trajectory
of the current earnings recovery, which began in 2017
following the earnings “recession” of 2015 and 2016.
Importantly, the 2019 estimate also continues to rise
and moved from $176.04 to $177.31 during the third
quarter. While the S&P 500 earnings growth rate for
2019 is expected to slow to 10.1%, we point out that
this rate of growth is substantially higher than the
annual earnings growth rates from 2012 to 2016.
Based on next-twelve-month earnings growth estimates,
the energy sector is positioned to move higher due
to substantially higher positive estimate revisions.
Communication Services, technology, and healthcare
companies will also be important to higher equity returns
in 2018 and 2019, despite the technology leadership
underperforming in this immediate correction. We
believe this group of companies is well positioned to
grow through most business cycles and will remain
important to equity returns going forward. Their
technology-driven business models are designed
to either enhance enterprise productivity or target
consumers’ increasing appetite for online everything
- shopping, social media engagement, entertainment,

and experiences. Many of these companies have
created powerful ecosystems that generate advantaged
economics. The Fab Five group’s median 3-year revenue
growth estimate exceeds 25%; profitability (EBIT
margins) is very high at greater than 26%; free cash flow
growth over the next 3 years is estimated to increase 23%
annually, and all are supported by very strong balance
sheets, which creates enormous financial flexibility for
investing and returning capital to shareholders.
We also believe that U.S. equities remain well
supported by attractive valuations. As of October 12,
the S&P 500 was trading at a 15.6x price to earnings
multiple (P/E) based on consensus 2019 earnings
estimates; this is below the 25-year average of 16.1x.
The equity risk premium (defined by the trailingtwelve-months earnings yield of the S&P 500 minus
the 10-year U.S. Treasury yield) remains well above its
long-term average despite the move higher in Treasury
yields to start the fourth quarter.
While we remain constructive on the environment
for equities, we also expect market volatility to remain
elevated thanks to a number of macro anxieties that
have weighed on investors’ minds, to varying degrees,
throughout the year. Rising interest rates with an
immediate spike in yields dominated media attention
during the first quarter, while trade and tariff worries
were the primary headlines through the second and
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third quarters. Both of these topics are a contributor
to the elevated volatility in risk assets in 2018. In
addition, November’s U.S. midterm elections are a
potential concern with which investors must contend
in the fourth quarter. Individually, none of these
worries should be particularly damaging on their own;
however, we believe the number of variables involved
makes the situation more complex and introduces
a higher level of uncertainty that can negatively
impact stocks overall. We remain mindful and vigilant
regarding this multitude of risks, acknowledging
their potential to weigh on equities. However, we
believe the interest rate path remains reasonably well
telegraphed absent any external shocks and believe that
approximately $800 billion of stimulus created by the
2017 Tax Cut and Jobs Act will offset some of the tariff
impacts. Overall, we contend that the U.S. economy
remains in good shape as evidenced by strengthening
GDP growth, modest inflation readings, and continued
solid employment statistics. We hold the position that
late cycle and end-of-cycle are not synonymous.
Despite the obvious headline risks and swift tilt in
market sentiment to favor “risk off ” positioning in the
first month of the fourth quarter, we are not making
wholesale changes to client portfolios at this time. We
believe that the fundamental strength and business
advantages (economic, structural, and competitive)

of companies owned in client portfolios remains
substantially unchanged. As long-term investors, we
view shorter-term market volatility as an opportunity
to upgrade portfolios with high-quality companies that
meet our valuation discipline. 2018 and 2019 are set up
for alpha generation through active management with
disciplined stock picking. Patience and philosophical
consistency are paramount to achieving any portfolio’s
objectives in all types of market environments. Please
see our individual equity commentaries for more
information.
FIXED INCOME

At its September meeting, the Federal Open Markets
Committee (FOMC) increased the federal funds
target rate by 25-basis-point (bps) to a range of 2% –
2.25%, while upgrading its real GDP forecast to 3.1%
from 2.8% in June. With the U.S. economy growing
above trend, strong employment data, easy financial
conditions and inflation in line with its 2% target, the
Fed is likely to continue to raise rates and is expected
to hike rates by 25 bps again at its December meeting.
In 2019, markets remain conservatively priced for two
hikes during the course of the year, which is lower than
the Fed’s current median expectation of three hikes,
expressed through its ‘dot chart.’
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The Fed is operating amid heightened uncertainty,
given a highly unusual economic mix. The
unemployment rate has dropped below levels most
would consider to be full employment, but inflation
has only gradually moved toward its 2% target, and
the economy is at risk of supply disruptions from
potential trade conflicts and a tight labor market.
The central bank has little clarity on or confidence
in the so-called neutral rate — the interest-rate level
at which economic growth is neither stimulated nor
restrained. The lack of conviction exists in both shortand long-run forecasts, which has some members
of the FOMC worrying that rates are already
becoming restrictive but others thinking that policy
remains loose. Notably, Fed Chair Jerome Powell
suggested during the post-meeting press conference
that despite the FOMC’s decision to remove the
word “accommodative” from its statement, he still
personally views policy as accommodative.
Despite the sharp move higher in rates at the
beginning of October, our baseline is for interest rates
to be relatively range bound. For interest rates to
have a sustained move higher, we believe the market
would need to become more optimistic on future
growth after the effects of fiscal stimulus roll-off.
Longer-term, demographic and economic factors
will weigh down interest rates. The aging of the U.S.

population, as well as the aging of the population in
most developed economies, is well known. Also at play
are the low levels of investment and infrastructure
spending, two important factors that will act as a
headwind for productivity growth – one of the drivers
of interest rates. Despite our view for yields to remain
contained, we continue to position portfolios with a
lower sensitivity to interest rates. This underweight to
duration is in large part due to the shape of the yield
curve, which is relatively flat, meaning investors are not
receiving much additional yield for extending maturity
into longer-dated bonds.
The European Central Bank (ECB) has set out its
intent to end its net asset purchases by the end of this
year but to keep reinvesting maturing bonds for the
foreseeable future, provided economic data remains
healthy. The ECB has been purposely ambiguous
regarding the timing of its first rate hike signal by
using the language “through the summer of 2019” and
seems happy with the market pricing in a small initial
move higher in rates by the fourth quarter of next year
from the current level of negative 40 bps. It currently
appears that the most likely candidate to replace
President Draghi as ECB president is Erkki Liikanen,
a close confidante of Draghi, meaning that the overall
direction of the ECB’s strategy would likely continue
on its current path should he be appointed.
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Meanwhile, the Bank of Japan (BOJ) is trying to
improve its long-term policy effectiveness as it has
been unable to meet the 2% inflation target it has
set. It has reduced its bond purchases amounts and
widened the target range for the yield on the 10-year
Japanese government bond yield (JGB), with the intent
of reducing its impact on the market and steepening
the yield curve.

Despite better performance in the third quarter,
returns across the vast majority of fixed income sectors
remain negative on a year-to-date basis.
Through the end of the third quarter, investment grade
corporate bonds are on track for their fourth worst year
in almost three decades, trailing 1994, 2008, and 2013.
This poor performance has occurred despite a pick-up
in economic growth and improving corporate credit
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fundamentals. Our positioning in shorter-dated maturity
(1-3 year) BBB-rated investment grade corporate bonds
has been a tailwind to performance – particularly on a
relative basis - in a challenging year for fixed income.
Looking ahead, while the outlook for corporate credit
fundamentals remains favorable in the near-term,
valuations are stretched, and liquidity conditions are
deteriorating. Given the fullness of valuations and the
potential for higher volatility going forward, we believe
it is prudent to continue to focus corporate credit
exposure to investment grade bonds with maturities
within the next 3 years. These securities have limited
interest rate risk and will also be less impacted, relative
to longer-maturity bonds, if credit spreads widen.
Within this opportunity set, we are seeking bonds
issued by companies with sound business models and
competent management teams who are focused on
maintaining or deleveraging their balance sheets.
In addition, we are looking to increase the ‘flexibility’
of investment portfolios, mainly by opportunistically
adding U.S. Treasury bonds. The aim of this positioning
is to enable us to be a liquidity provider in the event of
a negative market shock or a spike in volatility. Being
able to provide liquidity at these times can present
opportunities to buy attractive bonds whose prices are

negatively impacted simply because the current holders
have become “forced sellers.”
We continue to maintain a very favorable outlook for
non-agency mortgages (and structured credit more
broadly) based on attractive yield levels, the defensive
nature of the asset class and the limited risk of outright
losses. Non-agency mortgages are one of the very few
sectors within the fixed income market which could
see further spread compression. Preferred securities
continue to offer an attractive opportunity set with
high yields relative to other sectors of the market.
Furthermore, preferreds are issued predominately by
banks, which have very solid balance sheets with the
highest capital ratios since the 1940s.
Unlike most other credit markets, the size of the
municipal bond market has remained broadly stable
since the financial crisis. The limited supply paired
with the rising number of people looking for taxadvantaged, high-quality, income has created a supply
/ demand dynamic which has, and we expect will
continue to be, a tailwind to performance. Munis
offer a lower correlation to risk assets, such as stocks,
than many other fixed income asset classes and have
historically provided relative stability in periods of
increased volatility.

This document is not to be construed as an offering or intended as a recommendation to buy or sell securities and is being provided for informational
purposes only. These points represent the opinions of the authors, and as such, should not be construed as investment advice.
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